




 Due Diligence

I know that collectively, we are anti-conspiracy right now, but as a simple ape, I just liked the way it rhymed.

What I'm presenting is 100% based on the publicly available published FINRA OTC data. The way FINRA presents their
data makes it really difficult to spot anomalies and trends, so I decided to compile it into an Excel spreadsheet. The
trends are clear. The data is revealing. And the Hedgies have some serious wedgies.

The data is pretty dense. I will try to give an overview of the "what" and the "when" and then cover the "who". My brain is
too smooth to understand the "how" and the "why", so I'm hoping that this DD and the supporting data can help other
apes unravel the full story.

If you haven't read my previous posts, I'll link them here so you can catch up.

FINRA ADF is not in operation (4/20)

Missing GME Bananas (4/21)

An Update on the Missing Bananas (4/23)

It's pretty easy to track my train of thought. And the fact that I was able to put this together in less than a week really
makes me question what's going on with regulators behind the scenes...

To summarize - like many of my fellow apes, I was trying to understand this FINRA ADF nonsense and why a majority
of daily volume was being routed there. All that buying pressure had almost no effect on increasing the price.

Then, I noticed that the calculated volume didn't add up to the daily trading volume on Bloomberg Terminals. There were
missing bananas, and I wanted to find them.

After a few adjustments to the search criteria, I was able to see that the bananas weren't necessarily missing, but were
not going through any of the exchanges. Over 90% of trades from 4/13 - 4/20 were being routed through FINRA ADF or
some unknown dark pools (OTC). That really pissed me off...

So this weekend, I did some digging on the OTC website.

u/broccaaa's DD on FTDs and Dark Pools really helped me to understand that something weird was going on and has
been going on for several months. I still don't understand the majority of what he covers, but the Dark Pool part seemed
to click.

u/plants69 also had a DD The Most Manipulated Stock - GME which I saw just before starting to write this one. She does
a great job digging into the "How" (with married puts and FTDs). She also does a deep dive into the ATS data, which I
will only present in passing. Check out her DD!

Probably the last DD you'll ever need to read... The OTC Conspiracy - Shining Some 
Light into the Dark Pool data - Apr. 25, 2021

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
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https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mx4j9p/dark_pool_dd_summary_and_a_quick_update_on_all/
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Here goes nothing...

We'll start really general and then go into more detail.

Table 1: Monthly GME OTC activity

Monthly GME OTC Activity from September 2020 - February 2021

Not too difficult to spot the trend in this one. The number of shares that were traded OTC increased 4.75x from
December 2020 to January 2021.

The number of OTC trades increased 13.75x from December 2020 to January 2021.

The number of OTC trades increased 18.42x from December 2020 to February 2021.

The average size of the trade also has progressively decreased every month, from over 400 shares/trade in September
to 39 shares/trade in February.

And just look at the number of shares that were traded OTC. Over 525 million shares traded in January, and over 300
million in February. To put that in perspective, let's remind ourselves that the GME float is somewhere around 26.7
million (and quite possibly less).

Here's the Weekly GME OTC data from September 28, 2020 through March 26, 2021.

Table 2: Weekly GME OTC activity

Sure seems like the GME OTC data has rapidly evolved since January
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Figure 1: Total Weekly GME Shares Traded OTC

Things really seemed to change in January

Figure 2: Total Weekly Trades Made OTC

Look how those weekly OTC trades increased

Figure 3: Average Shares/Trade OTC

The number of shares/trade markedly decreased during the week of 1/25 and has remained less than 50 shares/trade since 2/22
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January 2021 GME OTC data sorted by number of Trades

So this shows us the major players in January. Citadel, Virtu, G1 Execution, Jane Street, and Two Sigma traded the
most number of shares OTC. You can sort by Shares or Trades, and I'm going to be consistent and sort by trades,
because I think it's telling to see who was most active.

National Financial Services (Fidelity???) and Stockpile Investments were outliers in terms of shares/trade. Looks like
some high frequency trading (HFT) if you ask me. NFS first began trading GME OTC during the week of 1/11/2021
(never previously active from September - December). Stockpile first begin trading OTC during the week of 1/25. I'll
leave it there for now.

So Citadel traded over 252 million GME shares in the OTC market in January. They were busy. Based off their 13F
filing, how many GME shares did they actually own again? 217,132 shares. In January, they traded over 1161 GME
shares for every 1 share that they own.

What about Virtu Americas? They were really active on the OTC market in January too, trading over 136 million GME
shares. As of 12/11/20, they owned exactly 0 GME shares. Luckily for them, they purchased 36,450 as of the 12/31 13F
filing. In January, they traded over 3751 GME shares for every 1 share that they own.

So back in late September, October, November, December, and even mid-January, the average shares/trade in the OTC 
market was between 218 and 393 shares/trade.

The number of OTC trades for the 15 weeks leading up to January 11th was between 31,712 and 132,438, with one 
outlier being the week of 10/5/20. The week of 10/5 had 81.49 million in OTC volume and 209,031 trades, but still an 
average of 389.86 shares/trade.

During the week of January 11th, almost 157 million shares were traded OTC and the number of OTC trades increased 
almost 3x that previous outlier, to 588,136 trades.

During the week of January 19th, over 170 million shares were traded OTC. A new record 849,733 trades were made 
OTC (4x the 10/5 outlier) and the average number of shares/trade dropped to a new low of 200.1 shares/trade.

During the week of January 25th, over 184 million shares were traded OTC in 4.276 million trades (20.45x the 10/5 
outlier) for an average of 43.11 shares/trade.

So things got weird in January. Let's take a closer look at that data as a whole.

Table 3: January GME OTC data by sorted by Trades
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From what I understand, G1 Execution Services is basically Susquehanna. They decreased their number of GME
shares from 4.444 million to 2.487 million per their 12/31 13F. In January, they traded 30.7 GME shares for
every 1 GME share that they own. According to the recent GME proxy, they now own 4.409 million GME shares, but
likely acquired these sometime after January.

Two Sigma went from 0 GME shares on 11/16/20 to 81,448 GME shares on 12/31. They've been making smaller and
smaller shares/trade for a little while now, with an average of 27.54 shares/trade in January.

Let's zoom out one more time before looking at each of these players individually.

Table 4: GME Weekly Volume and % Weekly Volume traded Off-Exchange

Take a look at % of GME Float Traded and % of Float Traded Off Exchange

Figure 4: Weekly % of Float Traded and % of Float Traded Off Exchange

These are percentages...
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Let me preface this by saying that I was extremely conservative and used the 26.7 million number as the GME float for 
all calculations. If the GME float is less 26.7 million, these percentages will actually increase accordingly. I took the 
weekly volume and compared it to the OTC volume and ATS volume. I added the OTC and ATS to determine how much 
of the weekly volume was traded off exchange. These numbers were fairly consistent, with between 39.88 and
58.39% of weekly volume trading off exchange in the OTC or ATS pools. However, the most recent data available shows 
a huge jump during the week of 3/15, with 68.58% of volume trading off exchange. These seem to be in line with my 
calculations from my previous post (An Update on the Missing GME Bananas), which showed over 70% of daily GME 
volume was being traded via FINRA ADF (dark pool), or possibly OTC from 4/13 - 4/20. FINRA won't publish that data 
for another 4 weeks, but I don't think we even need it anymore. What's missing from the daily totals is traded OTC or 
ATS. And that percentage is only increasing with less and less weekly volume.

For the next column, I took the weekly volume and divided by 26.7 million to get the percent of GME float that was 
traded each week. Over 1000% of the GME float was traded during the weeks of 1/11, 1/19, 1/25, 2/1, and 2/22. During 
the week of 1/25, the percent of GME float traded was over 2000%!

But how much of the GME float was traded off exchange? Well, you see some pretty high numbers during October with 
over 340% of the float traded off exchange during the week of 10/5 and over 200% of the GME float traded off exchange 
during the week of 10/12. There are a few weeks when the percentage of float traded off exchange was over 100%
(11/30, 12/7, and 12/21). Then comes January...

During the week of 1/11, over 671% of the GME float was traded off exchange.

During the week of 1/19, over 746% of the GME float was traded off exchange.

During the week of 1/25, over 855% of the GME float was traded off exchange.

During the week of 2/1, over 478% of the GME float was traded off exchange.

And during the week of 2/22, over 526% of the GME float was traded off exchange.

That's one way to suppress buying pressure...

Let's move on to February

Table 5: February OTC by Number of Trades

Look who decided to join the fray...
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Look at the number of OTC trades and the change in shares/trade since January

Figure 5: Virtu and Citadel Weekly OTC Trades

As we saw in Table 1, the average number of shares/trade decreased from 90.1 to 39.0. And look who decided to join in 
on the OTC frenzy - Vlad the Impaler and Robinhood.

Fortunately for us, this is the first time they took part in the OTC.

They made 772,023 trades with only 774,632 shares for an average of 1.00 shares/trade. That's some high frequency
trading if I've ever seen it. Was it coordinated in a way to crush the price after the January peak?

I still don't know what to think about National Financial Services (Fidelity?), but the data doesn't lie.

Rather than commenting on each player here, I'm going to group them together to see what really happened on a weekly
basis.

The Kingpins - Citadel and Virtu

Table 6: Citadel and Virtu Weekly OTC trades
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Things really picked up in the OTC in January for these two

Figure 6: Virtu and Citadel Average GME Shares/Trade OTC

The number of shares/trade really dropped off since January 25th...

So these are the two biggest players when it comes to the GME OTC marketplace. Both have been trading a massive
number of GME shares and making a massive number of trades since late September.

However, beginning 1/25, both began making much smaller trades. The number of shares per trade decreased from
around 300-400 shares/trade to less than 90 shares/trade. The number of trades increased from tens of thousands to
hundreds of thousands (and even millions).

For Shitadel, 7 out of the previous 9 weeks (77.7%) resulted in shares/trade under 60.

They made over 1.98 million OTC trades during the week of 1/25 and over 1.496 million OTC trades during the week
of 2/1.

Prior to January, their previous high for number of trades was 75,652 (10/5).

And a quick reminder, Shitadel, as of 12/31, owned only 217,132 GME shares.

For Virtu, 7 out of the previous 9 weeks (77.7%) resulted in shares/trade under 75.

They made over 1.2 million OTC trades during the week of 1/25.
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Prior to January, their previous high was 67,595 trades (10/5) and a majority of the weeks totaled between 10,000 and
40,000 OTC trades.

Again, a quick reminder that Virtu owned 0 GME shares on 12/11/20, and 36,450 as of the 12/31.

There are certainly a lot of similarities between these 2 kingpins and that's why I grouped them together. As for
coordination???

The Middle Men? - G1 Execution and Two Sigma

Table 7: Two Sigma and G1 Execution Weekly OTC trades

Again, look at the change in trades and shares/trade since January

Figure 7: G1 Execution and Two Sigma Weekly OTC Trades

Things really picked up in January for them too...
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I won't belabor the point, but look at the change in shares/trade (Table 7) beginning 1/25. Look at the increase in number 
of shares and number of trades.

For Two Sigma, the number of shares/trade after 1/25 was never higher than 30.

As a reminder, Two Sigma went from 0 GME shares on 11/16/20 to 81,448 GME shares on 12/31.

For G1, the number of shares/trade after 1/25 was never higher than 60. If G1 Execution Services = Susquehanna, 
then they have over 4.409 million shares.

High Frequency Parasites? Robinhood and National Financial Services
(NFS)

Table 8: Robinhood and NFS Weekly OTC Trading

I don't know how else to interpret this other than massive High Frequency Trading by Robinhood

Robinhood (unfortunately) entered the fray during the week of 2/8. They have progressively increased their trading
activity.

During the week of 2/22, they made 755,424 trades with 757,954 of our GME shares. They might have been
desperately trying to fend off our rapid ascent on 2/24. The activity slowed during the week of 3/1, before ramping up
during the week of 3/8. Is that significant? Well if we look back to 3/10, we had that massive drop from 348 to 172 in a
matter of minutes. So you tell me...

This one sort of confuses me as a Fidelity customer. National Financial Services first entered the OTC marketplace
during the week of 1/11. There was a jump in the number of trades during the weeks of 1/25 and 2/1, but the average
number of shares/trade remained between 1.02 and 1.00. There was also an increase in OTC trades during the week of
2/22 and 3/8.

Table 9: Week of 3/8/2021 by Number of OTC Trades
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Robinhood was busy again during the week of 3/15

Robinhood stepped up again with some serious high frequency OTC trading. Did anything happen that week? Oh yeah,
the GME price experienced a huge drop from 280 to 210 on 3/15 and then to around 172 on 3/16. They didn't switch
things up at all from their previous attacks. 297,276 shares traded 297,194 times for an average of 1.00 shares/trade.

Table 11: Week of 3/22/2021 by Number of OTC Trades

Look at the top trader of the week...

During the week when the GME price suddenly dropped from 348 to 172 in a matter of minutes, Robinhood was the top
OTC trader and had exactly 1.00 shares/trade...

Table 10: Week of 3/15/2021 by Number of OTC Trades
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Back at it like a bad habit...

And just in case you had any lingering doubts, the data from 3/22 shows us more of the same high frequency OTC
trading from Robinhood. 267,095 shares traded 266,981 times for an average of 1.00 shares/trade.

Since Robinhood entered the OTC marketplace on the week of 2/8/2021, they have made 2.357 million
trades with 2.362 million shares, for an average of exactly 1.00 shares/trade. Thanks Robinhood! They are really
staying true to their mission of "democratizing finance for all".

And just so we don't completely neglect the ATS dark pools

Table 11: Weekly ATS Data

GME Weekly ATS Data showing decreased shares/trade since week of January 25th
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Figure 9: Weekly Number of Trades on ATS

Similar trends in ATS dark pools, starting in January

List of Unanswered Questions:

Was there any significance to the high level of OTC trading during the week of 10/5?

How do all the pieces fit together?

Why did National Financial Services (Fidelity?) join the OTC fray in January?

Was the increase in high frequency OTC trading from Robinhood during the week of 3/8 in any way related to the
massive drop in GME price on 3/10? What about 3/15 and 3/16?

What in the actual hell is going on behind the scenes to allow this kind of OTC trading to continue, undisturbed, for
almost 3 months?

Who might be willing to do something with this data?

I'll continue to update this list.

As for me - my shares aren't for sale. Seeing the desperate behind-the-scenes OTC shenanigans over the last 3 months
only raises the floor. And I really like the stock.

TLDR: Here is a different way to look at the OTC GME data. It should be abundantly clear that what is going on in the 
OTC dark pools is extremely abnormal. Citadel and Virtu market makers seem to be doing a whole lot of OTC trading. 
How did they get hundreds of millions of shares? What about Two Sigma? Why are the same entities trading so much 
volume so frequently in the OTC marketplace? Why did the number of shares / trade decrease so drastically beginning 
1/25? Winter is coming. Are any of them wearing any clothes???

Edit 1: removed sentence about 13Fs being due on 5/17
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Edit 2: added the Weekly 3/15 Data to show that Robinhood was highly active again at a time when GME experienced 
a huge price drop (see Table 10). Thanks u/RecoveryChadX7R !

Edit 3: Also, take a look at the DD posted by u/Doom_Douche - A Deep Dive into Dark Pool Trading - which shows the 
difference between OTC trading for GME vs other stocks. And just note that his data used a GME float of 54.1 million 
rather than the 26.7 million (or less) that we can now deduce from the updated GME proxy, so the difference is even 
more pronounced.

Edit 4: Added some Charts (Figures 1-9) .

Edit 5: Updated Tables and Figures with 3/22 weekly data

https://www.reddit.com/u/RecoveryChadX7R/
https://www.reddit.com/u/Doom_Douche/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mv5kbm/deep_dive_into_dark_pool_trading_how_they_might/


 Due Diligence

I'll try to make this post short and sweet!

Please refer to my previous post (The OTC Conspiracy), which I updated with some charts and will continue to update
with weekly data as it becomes available from the FINRA OTC website.

For this DD, I took a look at the monthly OTC data for GME vs 33 other "popular" stocks. I chose the stocks more or less
at random based on Boomer-ism, personal interest, or stock price. I'd be happy to include some additional ticker
requests in the next update.

Let's start with the monthly OTC trading data for GME.

Table 1: GME Monthly OTC Data

The OTC Conspiracy (Part 2) - Shining Some Light into the Dark Pool data (March 
Update) - May 5, 2021

A major increase in number of OTC trades and a major decrease in average shares/trade

For all those visual apes:

Increasing number of OTC trades
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GME OTC trades are getting smaller and smaller

That's interesting. So an increasing number of smaller trades (aka high frequency trading). I wonder how these metrics
compare to other stocks...

Let's start from the beginning.

December 2020

GME with less than 500,000 OTC trades in December 2020

The number of shares/trade looks fairly typical compared to the rest
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What about % of Float traded OTC in December?

Over 410% of the GME float traded OTC in December

January 2021

GME OTC trades markedly increased (13.75x) from December (420,166) to January (5,777,645). Only AMC, Tesla, and Apple had more OTC trades in

January.

A substantial decrease in shares/trade, from 263 in December to 90 in January

What about % of Float traded OTC in January?

Little bit of an outlier, with almost 2000% of the GME float traded OTC in January
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February 2021

Another increase in the number of trades made OTC. Only AMC had more.

Only AMC had more OTC trades than GME in February 2021.

Further decrease in the number of shares/trade, from 90 in January to 39 in February

Only Tesla (36.42) and Sony (37.9) had lower shares/trade than GME (39.0) in the OTC marketplace in February.

What about % of Float traded OTC in February?

Still an outlier, with over 1130% of the GME float traded OTC

March 2021

Only Tesla (7.89 million) had more OTC trades than GME (7.67 million) in March
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GME (32.87) had the lowest shares/trade of any stock in March

Only SLGG (1724%) had higher % of Float traded OTC than GME (944%)

Let's add January, February, and March OTC Trades to get Q1 2021 Total

Only AMC (24.2 million) had more OTC trades than GME (21.2 million) in 2021

And what was the % of Float traded OTC in Q1?

Over 4000% of the GME float was traded OTC in Q1. SLGG and AMC were also over 1000%
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Putting it all together

Conclusions

Please take a look at my previous post (The OTC Conspiracy) for a more in-depth dive into the weekly OTC data. It also
includes a breakdown of the major players in the OTC marketplace. I will continue to update that post as data is
released.

The purpose of this post was to compare the OTC trading of GME vs some other "popular" stocks.

The number of monthly GME OTC trades increased over 28x from September 2020 to March 2021.

The average shares/trade has decreased every month, from over 400 shares/trade in September to 32
shares/trade in March.

Only GME, Tesla, and Sony averaged less than 40 shares/trade in a month. GME has done it twice - each of the
last two months.

The 32.87 shares/trade average in March was the lowest for any stock across any month.

The % of GME float traded OTC has been over 260% every month since September 2020 and increased to
almost 2000% in January 2021.

In February, another 1131% of the GME float was traded in OTC, followed by 944% in March.

The % of float traded OTC is much higher for GME than any of the other stocks that were evaluated. The only
exception was SLGG (1724% in March). Shout out to the sluggs!

Besides GME (and SLGG in March), only AMC had more than 100% of float traded OTC in any month.

If we look at Q1 data, over 4043% of the GME float was traded OTC in Q1 alone.

In Q1, only AMC (24.2 million) had more OTC trades than GME (21.2 million).

SLGG (1883%) and AMC (1195%) are the only other stocks with over 220% of their floats traded OTC.

Including SLGG and AMC, only 6 of the 33 stocks traded over 100% of their floats OTC during Q1.

22 of the 33 had less than 40% of their floats traded OTC during Q1.

Table 2:
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19 of the 33 had less than 20% of their floats traded OTC during Q1.

Bananas for Thought

How did those sneaky Market Makers trade over 4000% of the GME float on just the OTC marketplace during Q1?

What about those diehard, diamond-handed apes who have been holding bananas since 2020?

Why have we seen a progressive decrease in GME volume every month?

1.26 billion in January

827.56 million in February

679.79 million in March

172.43 million in April

Record lows in May...

Is the banana factory broken? Are all of the bananas finally drying up?

Where did they come up with the 172.43 million additional shares that were traded in April?

What about those April options contracts? Tick tock...

How many bananas did they "produce" in their factory?

And how many bananas are they now going to have to buy back???!!!

OoOoOoOoOo I think they naked...

TLDR: Buy, HODL, Vote --> tendies!!! (not financial advice)

Appendix

OTC Data January - March 2021 (December didn't really fit)



Edit 1: Added January, February, and March to get Q1 2021 Data

Edit 2: Added Bananas for Thought

https://preview.redd.it/7jistucubex61.png?width=1520&format=png&auto=webp&s=9633d6381bc5171307004bbb844f3bb628d9f993


 Education

The OTC Conspiracy - This graph and data shows GME price is being manipulated
by predatory, high frequency OTC and Off-Exchange trading by Market Makers and
Robinhood. I will try to put together a full DD by the end of the week. HODL!

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%92%A1%20Education%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%92%A1%20Education%22&restrict_sr=1
https://preview.redd.it/912rn9a4op671.png?width=1229&format=png&auto=webp&s=b8cf86b99d93f743f0958a48bfc38170b143dde0
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